ADDENDUM TWO
March 31, 2016

To all Bidders on the Project Titled:

Bid Number CL16-GN-0061
Pulichino Tong- Lydon FF&E
University of Massachusetts – Lowell

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS – Lowell
Purchasing Department
Wannalancit Business Center
600 Suffolk Street, Suite 415
Lowell, MA 01854


The attention of bidders submitting proposals for the above subject project is called to the following addendum to the specifications and drawings. The items set forth herein, whether of omission, addition, substitution, or clarifications are all to be included in and form part of the proposal submitted.

Clarifications:

1. Please be advised that the bid due date has been rescheduled and bids are now due on Monday, April 4, 2016 at 2:00 pm, EST.

Questions and Responses:

1. For the 48x156 table I have quoted (2) double sided Ellora units with (6) power, 4 data openings and 4 USB charging each, as quoted the units do not daisy chain and will have a total of 4 plug in power cords. If you need them to daisy chain let me know and I can revise. Please confirm power/data and if the daisy chain is needed. They need to daisy chain.

2. Special configuration for the Ellora power units are available upon request- please confirm if this is needed. No special configuration is required unless this is necessary for daisy chain.

3. Claridge informed us that the description on the items: A21.5, and A1.3 matches Product model#: LCS2048R not 826L, A21.6 Matches model# LCS2410R not 830L please see below for the explanation of the difference between the two. And please confirm which one you would like to use: Reference Claridge Quote #Q1001085 including, CLARIDGE 800 SERIES FACTORY BUILT MARKERBOARDS.
Keilhauer informed us that there is a discrepancy on the model number and description of T-10 please confirm if we are to provide quote for this table by using the product model number or the description? As the 36” square 26”H table model number is as shown below: 47142LB-PC23. Please use #47.1.4.2.LB.(laminate TBD).PC23

5. Please confirm the Manufacturer for the coat hooks: A9.1, A9.2, A29.1 Organize It (www.organizeit.com)

6. Please confirm the manufacturer for T4- the adjustable ht. table. Gibraltar “MySize” tables #1000-1002 grey base with General Woodworking Maple Butcher Block top 1.24 thickness.

7. ST21 in the Pulichino-Tong building says padded seat but there is not a fabric selection or poly color. Pallas Textiles “Nappa”, color Yam.

8. LC21: Ki sent a quote for the Boss design 200 series Swivel chair – but on the spreadsheet you are asking to price out the Boss design Kruze lowback please confirm the spec. Boss is the manufacturer – not KI.

9. LC22: Ki sent a quote for the Boss design 200 series Highback Lounge chair – but on the spreadsheet you are asking to price out the Boss design Kruze highback please confirm the spec. Boss is the manufacturer – not KI.

10. Also Ki informed us of the product code change for the task light A212. The spec on the spread sheet is LEDTL6W. KI is quoting CZBTLF please confirm if this is alright. Yes, CZBTLF is the corrected model number.

11. This just came in this morning regarding the National office Furniture Banquette BQ1 fabric is not approved and must be reselected. Please let us know how you would like to proceed with this. Should we quote it with a COM budget of a certain dollar amount until the fabric has been reselected? On confirmation from National, there response is, “both fabrics (ArcCom Apex and ArcCom Rodeo) are applicable to our Fringe Lounge pieces and pass CAL 117”.

12. Based on section 8.3.7 and the prevailing wages in Attachment O, it appears that UMass Lowell would like to use Local 82 (teamsters) for labor. There are quite a few offices on the bid that would require a carpenter or non-union labor to build and install. Could you please confirm that you intend for us to use teamsters to move furniture (unload the trucks, place chairs and tables, etc.) and non-union labor to install? Refer to Question #5 and Response in Addendum One.

13. Addendum One for Bid #CL16-GN-0061, which includes mention of Attachment P: Business References Form. But the actual form states it to be named as

Addendum No. 2
Attachment F please confirm if we should not pay attention to it and attach it to the bid as Attachment P? See and use corrected Attachment P.

Attachments:

Business Reference Form is hereby incorporated into the Pulichino Tong – Lydon FF&E Request for Proposal as Attachment P.
Attachment P
Business References Form

Vendor Name:___________________________________________________

1. Reference Name:______________________  Contact Person:_________________
   Address:_____________________________ Tel Number:___________________
   Description and Dates of Services Provided: __________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________

2. Reference Name: _____________________  Contact Person:_________________
   Address: ____________________________  Tel Number:___________________
   Description and Dates of Services Provided: __________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________

3. Reference Name:______________________  Contact Person:_________________
   Address:_____________________________ Tel Number:___________________
   Description and Dates of Services Provided: __________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________________

References will be contacted to confirm Bidder’s abilities, qualifications and performance. The University may deem the Bidder’s response unresponsive if a reference is not obtainable from listed reference after reasonable attempts.
All other of the portions of the RFP Documents remain *unchanged*.

--End of Addendum No. 2--